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. .  
oimullimedia data, Ihr proposed scheme can improve the Peak-Signal- 
Io-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) oireconstrurled imaxes by sip lo RIB. 

patterns nre introduced and the mean square channel estiination er- 
ror (MSE) of diffcerent OFDM subchannels is derived. Furthermore, 
we propose the Priority Transmission (PT) scheme, which provides 
unequal emor protectioii for multimcdia transmission by matching 
the iniwrtance oi the data to the error variation iu OFDM suhchn- I.  1NTKODUCTION 

tates high data rate transmission over wireless channels without ein- 
ploying complicated chmiel equalization techniques [I] .  OFDM 
l m  heen adopted by many wlrcless inultunedia transmission stan- 
dards such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB)[2], digital video 
broadcasting (DVB-T)[3], 'and broadband wireless LAN standards 
IEEE 802.1 la  [d]. 

Cliannel estimation, required by coherent signal detection and 
receiver diversity conihining 151, has a significnnt impact on tlie 
perforinance of the entire OFDM communication systems. Prac- 
tical Cliaiuiel t-stimation niethods in OFDM systcms utilize FFT 
.and IFFT to pcrform interpolation along hquency (across subchan- 
nels in one OFUM hlock) and along time (across different OFDM 
blocks) [61[5][7]. In thcsc schemes, there exists the variatian of 
chantiel estimation error across different subchannels, which is rei- 
ered to as the leokuge effecr. when the delay profile of the multipath 
fading is not an integer multiple of the sampling period [61 151. I n  
realistic wireless ewironment, the multipath delay is usually not an 
integer multiple of sampling period and the leakage efect causes 
severc performance degradation [6]. To reduce the damage of the 
leakage effect. we proposed to utilize this effect to provide UEP in 
niultirnrdia communications. 

It is well-known that the unequal ermr protection can be em- 
ployed to enhance e m r  resilience in inultiniedia coimunications. 
For example. forward error correcting (FBC) codes with different 
correcting capabilities and hitstream reordering were proposed to 
provide the UEP for SPlHT coded images [ 8 ] [ 9 ] .  However, chamel 
estiniatioii has not been exploited for the rr;lnsmission ofmultimedia 
data. 

In this paper, we investigate the leakage effect o f  pilot-symbol- 
assisted channel estbnation techniques 171 aid propose a Priorit)' 

I I .  OFDM SYSTEMS A N D  PILOT-SYMBOL-AIDED CHANNEL 
E.Y~IMATION 

As illustrated in Figure 1. we study the OFDM systems with 
one transmitter antenna and multiple receiver antennas. At the 
transmitter, the input data are arranged into blmks by a serial-to- 
parallel (SIP) converter aiid mapped to a set of complex constella- 
tioiipoints, ( , Y [ l , k I l . .  . .S[N,k]}.whichiscalledasotieOFDM 
block, where k is the index of the OFDM blocks and N is the to- 
tal nuinher ofsubchannels. AAer the signal niapping. modulation is 
impleiitenfed using inverse Fast Fourier Traisfonn (IFFT). Cyclic 
prefix is appended to the OFDM blocks to elunuiate Inter Symhol 
Interlkrcnce (ISI). Then data are sent aut &er a parallel to serial 
(PIS) converter. 

The stm~twe oithe OFDM receiver with ni receiver antennas is 
illustrated i~ Figure I(b). The signal received at the mth antenna 
can be represented as: 

Ym[n,k] =If~ln,k]S[~1,k]1-Zu~[n.k], 7 1 - 1  ,..., N .  

wlicre ,Y[n, k] is the transmitted signal. H,[n, k ] .  7um[7% k] a e  the 
subchannel gain and additive Gaussian noise at the nth subchannel 
in the kth block corresponding to the mth mtemia. In addition, we 
a s s u m  that w,,,[n, k]  is independent for different m ' s ,  n ' s  or k ' s  
and has zems mean aid variance U'. F/,,,[n. k] for different m's 
are independent but follow the same distribution 

The goal of tlie channel estimation is tu estimate the subchan- 
ne1 gain. H,,, [n, k] .  which is critical for both coherent signal detec- 
tion and diversity combining [SI. I n  the OFDM receiver, the one- 
tap equalizer takes the estimated channel parameten. denoted by 
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(a) 'Transminer 

(b) Receiver with with multiple antennas 

Fig. I .  High lew! diagranmofOFDM systems 

Gm [n. kll and the rcceivcd signals y m [ n ,  k]  from eacli receiver ai- 
tenna, and produces the estimates of the transmitted signals_ denoted 
by X [ n ,  k]_ using MMSE conibuiiug. as 

Fig. 2. Chaiinzl eslimitor i n  OFDM systems 

zeros. i.e.: If,,[7i,k] = 0. for n 6 ( 0 . ~ ~ 2 1 ,  
pilot spacing p. the number of pilot in one OI'DM block denoted by 
L is calculated as I, = [$I. 

111. PHlOHlTY THANSMISSION 
In this section, we derive the mean square chaiu~el estimation er- 

ror for diferent pilot patterns in pilot-symbol-assisted chauiel esti- 
mation tecluiiqties. and introduce the Priority Trmsmissioa scheme 
for the transmission of multimedia data in OFDM systems. 

I n  wireless scenarios, delay profilc and fading dappler frequency 
are used to describe the liequeiicy selective fading chaimel [IO]. 
particularly the channel impulse response can be described by 
h ( t ,  r )  = xi ri(t)6(r - Ttj where r, is the delay o f t L h  path and 
yi(tj is its correspndmg complex amplitude. I n  this paper. we 
adopt the Typical Urban (TU) delay profile shown in Figure 3. In 
practice, the delay path. i; i s  not the integer multiple ofthe sampling 
period in the OFDM systems. In this case. the IVT based cham~el 
estimation technique [6 ] . [5 ]  described in  the previous section ex- 
periences the lenkage effect. which depends on the mangement of 
pilot symbols as well as the dclsy prolilc. Two typical pilot patterns 
are shnwn in Figure 4. In both pattems. p is equal to 8 and the pilots 
are sent periodically every OFDM block. The shifted pilot similar 
tu Figure 4(h) is recoiuniended in some staidldmd [3] IO better inter- 
polate tlie channel. 

Let H denotes the estimated chamel parameters and Hp denotes 
the temporal estimates obtained through pilot symbols. where H i s  
a PI by I vcctor. Hp is a L by I vector. The estimated channel 
response acrnss different OFDM s u b c ~ m i e l s  is: 

It is obvious that the imprecision ofthe channel estimation. as well 
as channel noise cause dccoding errors. 

lo order to estimate the channel parameters. training symbols that 
are hlown by both transmitter and receiver <we transmitted prriodi- 
cally. These methods are usually referred to as pilot-symbol-assisted 
channel estimation. The general strncture of the channel estimation 
l5l.[7] is illustrated in Figure 2. The lFFT and FFT perform the hi- 
terpolatioidfiltering ofcharuicl response along ditrerent OFDM sub- 
channels in oue OFDM block by retaining KO components of IFF7 
output and the filter @(U) performs filtering along dilkrent OFDM 
blocks. I'articularly. we assunie that the pilot symbols are tmmmit- 
ted in i E { 0 , p .  2p,. . . , N J t h  snhchaluiels, where p denotes the 
spacing between pilot symbols. Then, the temporal estiniation of 
the channel response in pilot locations is obtaiwd as: 

(3) 

Tbe temporal estimation for the non-pilot locations are filed with 

where W is N by N DFT matrix. I&-o is the identity matrix ofsize 
K O  by K O ,  O,,O is the dl zero matrix with sir. a by b. l io .  equals 
to [ B d  . r,na.l describes the number o f l P F l  output to be retaiued 
U1 filtering the chaimel [SI. B,, is the total bandwidtli and r,,,, is 
the maximum delay path in the chaimel. W, is the N by L matrix 
obtained from W by retaining colunus where pilots are sent. For 
instauce. if the pibts are transmined in 1 E {O, p ,  2 p , .  . . , iVJfh 
subchannels. then W, is represented by 

1 1 1 -j 
W " - V %  -L[ j ej(2*(+ ejo*+)2pl . . .  

1 e-  
(?) 

. . .  
We also d e h e  

Inn O K O x ( N - I O )  

O ( N - h - 0 ) x h - 0  o ( N - K n ) X ( N - h ~ O )  
Wht, = w" ( 

( 6 )  
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Fig. 3. 
palh in Multipath Rayleigh fading channel model: 

Typical Urban (TU) Delay profile, where 7, is the delay ofthe ith 

. M r o a  . 
0 -  -c.a 
[: o m -  I: 0 " d  

1.) (bi 

Fig. 4. Typical training pattems for coherent channel estimation ((a) Non 
Time Shifledpilot (b)Time shiflrdpilot). Rolh pallemscontain 12.5% train- 
ing pilots and 87.546 data. 

Given the clmnel  correlation function , the channel estimation 
MSB ofdiKerent subch;mnels in one OPDM block can be calculated 
as 

MSE = diag(E[(H - H)(H - H)H]) 

= diag(Wto,EIHpH~]W~~t - Wt,tEIHI,,H1'] - 

E[HHF]WE, + E[HHH]) (7) 

It is obvious that the chemel estiniation error is iduenced by the 
delay profile. fading doppler frequency a id  pilot panem. The esti- 
mation e m r  fur Typical Urban (TU) delay proffie using two pilot 
pattems Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5.  When using non-shifted 
pilot (see Figure 4(a)). average estimation ermr is tho sane for ev- 
ery OFDM block. In shifted pilot (see Figure 4(b)). the average 
estimation error in particular OFDM block is the shilled versioii of 
its neighblboring blocks. Due to tlie arrangement in shifted pilot, the 
channel estimation MSE in one particular OFDM block will repeat 
periodically. for instance if the pilot spacing p = 8. then the MSE 
U1 each block will repeat itself in every 8 OFDM blocks. 

As illustrated in Figure 5. dilrerent subchannels experience dif- 
ferent estimation error and the estimation ermr is generally larger in 
the boundary than iu the middle. In practice, subchannels located 
in the edge are used as guard tones instead oftratisinitting data 151. 
Even after discardutg the buuidaq s u b c l w e l s ,  the range of the 
variation of channel estinntion error in di@erent subchannels is still 
significait. According to equation (2)_ the decoding bit error rate 
(BEK) will also vary accordingly. This motivates us to design the 
PT scheme that rearranges the transmissioti order of tlie multinteda 
data such that the more important data are sent through the OFDM 
subchannels that experience less estiniation error. I n  order to bowid 
tlic decoding delay caused by P I ,  we iitroduce the delay parameter 
D a ~ d  the rearrangement of transmission order can only talie place 
in U consecutive OFDM blocks. P~articularly. PT is performed be- 
fore the IFFT at the OFDM transmitter (Figure 1) in 3 stcps: 

Step I.Given the channel comelation fuiction. compute the MSE 
ofchannel estimation of a11 subchannels in consewtiw Ll 

(a). Non-shfted Pilot 

. . .  : . .  . . . .  .. .... .... ........ .. . .... ... .. ... ... . ... ... ... ,.. ... .......... .... . . . . .  . .  
. l . O 1 * _ m l  

0" _VO. M _  

(b). Shifted Pilot 

Fig. 5 .  MSE ofchannel estimation of subchannels in OFDM blocks a1 high 
SNR for Typical l lhan delay profile 

OFDM blocks using equation (7). Then, sun the s u b c l ~ n -  
nels withhi D OFDM blocks in  the increase order of tlie 
MSE. 

Stcp 2.Por progressively encoded niultimedia data. rearrange the 
bitstream in the decreasing order of the importance. 

Step 3.Match the reordered multiinedia data into the sorted sub- 
chnnt~els, such that the inore importatit data are transmit- 
ted over subchamel with lower MSE. 

Priority Transmission (PT) can he used in any gcneral multimedia 
transmission framework. To illustrate the effectiveness ofthe PT, we 
used the SPIHT [ 11 ] coded images as tlie multimedia source. One 
of the important characteristic of SPlHT is its progressive property, 
i.e.: the decodcr can corrcctly decode the received data whenever 
the transmission stops or an unrecoverable error occurs. 'The inore 
data received correctly. the higher quality offinage can be obtained. 
Slnce the SPIRT coded bitstream virmally has been sorted 111 de- 
creasing impociait, we niay skip the step 2 in the above procedure. 
In contrast to the PT scheme. regular tra~ismission directly allocates 
the niultimedia bitstream to the subchannels and treats each sub- 
cliannels equally. Helice, tlie property arised froin clia~ioel estinla- 
tion is not exploited. 

There are inany other ways to provide UEP to the transmission 
of progressive images. One of the most popular methods is to ap- 
ply forward error corrcction (FEC) codes with different coding rates 
according to the importance of data [S][9]. Compared with the 
FEC based methods, the proposed scheme has the advantages of 
not introducing additional redundancy to transn~issioi~~and easy im- 
plementation. The major drawback in the Priority Transmission is 
the decoding delay. It will be shown through sitnulations that l axe  
pcrfonnancc gain can he obtained at the expense o f a  small ;mount 
of decoding delay. In addition, tlie proposed scheme can work to- 
gether with the existing FEC based methods when the coding rates 
are chosen considering both the variation of channel error and tlie 
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Fig. 6. Performance compsnson for Doppler frequency 40Hz 

importance of multimedia data. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The transmission of SPIHI' encoded images is simulated in 
OFDM systems for different chmnel SNRs. The input is the 512 
by 512 Lena image encoded at tlie data ratc o i l  hit per pixel (hpp). 
The OFDM system consists of I28 suhcliannels with a 32 syliibol 
long cyclic prefix. a i d  the tolal bandwidtli is 8OOkHz. Four bound- 
ary suhchnnnels oneachend are used as guardtones andthr rest 120 
subchannels are used to tmnsmit data. QPSK modulation is used 
for all suhchannels. The chalmel coding is chosen to he a (10.8) 
punct!xerl/shonened Reed-Solomon code over Galois Field GF(26). 
Hence. the transmission data rate is BGOkbitsls. 'Typical urhai (TU) 
delay profile (Figure 3) with Doppler frequency af4OHz and l0Otlz 
is used to model the multi-path iaading channel. 'The receiver used 2 
receiver antennas and MMSE cmnhinuig to decode the transmitted 
images. 

Regular transmission and Priority Transmission with non-shifted 
and slufted pilot arrangement are simulated. Both regular and PT 
scheme use the same RS Code and the smie wining pattem. One 
pilot symbol is inselted ill every 8 data symhols. Thc delay param- 
eter in PT is chosen to be 0 = 128. i.e.: the inpul multimedia data 
is rearranged witlun 12R OFDM blocks according to the clwiniel 
estimation ermr. 

The average peak-sigiial-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) of the recon- 
StNcled images for different channel SNR everagcd over 300 im- 
ages transmission is sllowll i n  Figure 6 and Figure 7. The perfor- 
mance curves show that the pmposed system can achieve perfor- 
mance gain niorr than 3dR in the moderate and high channel SNR 
region. where the most practical wireless sysrelns operate. For all 
cases. the shifted pilot outperforms or at least as good as the non- 
shifted pilot arrangement due to its better ability to track the chan- 
nel variation In both pilot panems. PT schenie is shown to be ef- 
fective in improving the PSNR of the recansrmctcd images. The 
perfonnance pdul in PT resuh  from the fact that hy renrraighg the 
multimedia data accordingly. the avcrape received SPIEIT hitstream 
length before a n  unrecoverable error ior PT scheme is eltbctivcly 
longer than for regular transmission. 

The delay constraint L> = 128 io this simulation is equivalent to 
132 "is.  Since the whole hiages has '12xy'x10 hits. wliich required 
1366 OFDM blocks ior transmission. This means the decoding de- 
lay is less than 9% of the Overall t ine to transmit the wholc image. 

Fig. 7. Performance compsnson for Dopplerfrequency IOOHr 

The perfonnance gain in our proposed scheme is achieved at tlie 
expense o f  sacrificing a little progressiveness. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper pmposed a scheme to exploit the error rate variation 

of the pilot-symbol-assisted estimation methods to provide UEP h r  
niultinedia transmission. The advnntage of this scliemc is that it 
does not require any additional reduiidancy (different correcting ca- 
pabilities of FEC) to achieve UEP. Funhemiore. existing lJEP nielli- 
ods can he used along with the prnposed scheme. Given m y  trpes uf 
pilot arrangement and multimedia data. PT scheme can he applied to 
improve the perfonnance at the expense of a small decoding delay. 
A perfonnance gain of more than 3dB in the PSNR of the recoii- 
structed inages is achieved at the moderate and high chaiuicl SNR 
region. 
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